ENGINEERS SKILLNET
Cork Cluster Launch
Tuesday 28th March 2006

Invitation

We wish to invite you to the launch of Engineers Skillnet – Cork Cluster at PJ Hegarty & Sons, Carroll’s Quay, Cork on Tuesday, March 28th at 6:30pm sharp.

The purpose of the launch is to outline to members the objectives and benefits of the programme and plans for the next two years. We request your attendance at this important event and look forward to seeing you there.

Engineers Skillnets provides engineers with the very best non-technical tailored training. This training programme is supported by Engineers Ireland and is funded to a level of 60% by Skillnets, which is supported by the National Training Fund.

Can you please confirm your attendance by return of email to Patrick@workshopbd.com and you are welcome to bring a colleague along.

Agenda

6:30pm – Opening Speech and Welcome

What are the objectives of Engineers Skillnet – Planned training for the year.

6:50pm – Funded and supported by Skillnets

7:00pm – Networking among members

Wine and finger food will be served.